


Introduction
To help you out over the next few months we have put together this advice booklet. It
contains all the key information you will need to revise effectively for your exams.

, 

Preparing the Basics

How much time do you have?

Your revision 
timetable should be 

realistic

Be honest with yourself  
and aim to tackle the most 

important things first.

Dont waste the time you have.

Allocate your time

Set a date and time for 
each subject and topic

It is critical to plan your
available time.

Find the time

How many study
hours do you have in 
the average weekday?

How many hours can
you study at 
weekends?

How many days until
your first exam?

weaknesses are and what you need to help you



The Right Space For You To Work In...

Make sure you have the following:

Comfortable desk and chair

Good light and comfortable temperature

Revision timetable/planner

Storage to keep your revision space tidy

Revision kit

Remove Distractions

Let your family know your study

timetable so you are not distracted

Remember that useful concentration 

only lasts about 30-40 minutes

Take breaks of  5-10 minutes

Like anything, concentration improves

with pwith practice

Have you got a Study Buddy?

Having a Study Buddy means questions and answers. Working with your Study Buddy helps outline what
information you know and what you need to work on.

Your Buddy will also motivate you to study. It tends to be easier to stay in and study if  someone else is
doing it with you - It’s always better if  someone else is testing you rather than testing yourself.

Working with your Study Buddy: 

Teach your study buddy a Subject, then have them teach it back to you

Pick someone who is reliable and who you like and trust
Plan in advance what you are going to discuss
Share your summary sheets, mnemonics and other methods of  remembering information

Coloured Pencils, Highlighters and PensPaper

Folders and Dividers

Post-it notes

Dictionary & Thesaurus
Text books & Revision Guides

Complete Revision Kit





- Use KEY WORDS or IMAGES
- Start in the CENTRE OF THE PAGE AND WORK OUT
- Make the centre a CLEAR VISUAL IMAGE that represents the general theme of  the map
- Put key words on the lines. This reinforces the structure of  the notes
- USE COLOUR to portray themes, associations and to make things stand out
- Anything that stands out on the page will stand out in your mind
- Use AR- Use ARROWS, ICONS OR OTHER VISUAL AIDS to show links between different elements
- Put ideas down as they occur.
- BREAK BOUNDARIES. If  you run out of  space, don’t start a new sheet; paste more paper onto 
the map
- BE CREATIVE

Mind Mapping

Mind mapping is useful for listing lots of  ideas and connecting them together. You can use this 
technique to record information as you are revising or you can use it to see how much you know or 
have remembered about a subject or topic.

How To mind-map:

Doodles

- Create a drawing to help fix key points in your mind.
- You don’t have to be able to draw well - scribbling or 
stick figures will be just as effective.
- Most information can be presented visually - 
use your imagination!



Key Command Words to Learn

WILF - What I’m looking for.

Command words are words in an exam question which tell you what to do. It is vital that you 
understand what each one means.

Analyse Look very closely at the detail

Comment on Give your opinion or point of  view, with reasons
Compare Say how things are the same and how things are different
Contrast Say how things are different
Describe Write about in detail
Discuss Give the main reasons for and against, come to a conclusion
Estimate Give a rough idea, with evidence
Explain Give reasons for
Illustrate Give examples that make the point clear - It can include diagrams, figures or drawings
Interpret Explain the meaning in your own words

Justify Give reasons to support an argument or action
Outline Give only the most important details
State Write briefly the main point

Summarise Bring together the main points

Plan your Answers using the WILF Approach!

W

I

L

F

What is wanted?

What should be done?

How long should I spend on it?
How long should the answer be?

What type of  answer is needed?
What form should it take?

Look at the command words - What do they
mean? What other key information is there 

in the question?

What is really needed for the answer?

Look at the number of  marks awarded - If  
it’s only a few, the answer does not need to 

be very long.
Should it be a Letter, Diagram, Explanation, 

Essay, Etc.?



Marginal Gains

Marginal Gains means breaking down a big goal into small parts and then improving each of  
the parts. Marginal Gains is all about finding and improving the small things that can make a 
difference

Taking a big task

Break it into smaller parts

Assess each part and shape up those 
you could do better

Put all the small parts back together for 
a big improvement in performance

GCSE Revision

Create a revision plan

Revise each topic according to your plan

Practice Test/Mock paper

The Marginal Gains approach helps you to reduce anxiety, by 
breaking down revision into smaller components and then 

building back up with confidence







Using past papers 
Exams are like anything - the more practice you have,
the better you get. This is why past papers are so 
important to your exam preparation.
Get to know:

Their layout, names/numbers of  questions

The format of  instructions

The range of  questions: multiple
choice, short answers, essays etc.

What is required in your answers

The marking scheme

What What really good answers actually look like 

Successful Revision: Ten Steps
1. Find a good environment in which to revise (comfortable, quiet and no distractions)

2. Make a realistic revision timetable; mark subjects and topics on it (Use your
subjects’ revision lists to do this; see your teachers about missing work) 

3. Know your strengths and weaknesses in each subject - mix them up on your 
timetable (you won’t gain by only revising the easy topics or just the hard bits)

4. Always make your own revision notes - you will learn as you write!

5. Stay focused (do not try to make notes about everything - stick to the important bits)
6. Use other active revision techniques for extra success

7. Tick off  topics when you’ve revised them, feel good about it!

8. Split your revision into 10, 20 and 30 minute long sessions. At the beginning of  the 
session test yourself  on what you learned in your last session

9. Have a short relaxation/exercise break between revision sessions to unwind
10. Frequently remind yourself  of  how useful your revision is, and look back at what 
you have achieved.






















